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Abstract
The rise in life expectancy and the desire to establish a stable career prior to parenthood leads couples to a
delayed childbearing. Advanced parental age at the time of pregnancy portrays several risks, with the majority of
couples above 35 experiencing reproductive impairments. While the effect of women’s age on fertility is well known,
the influence of paternal age is less understood. Thus, efforts have been made to comprehend the influence of APA
on pregnancy upkeep and disease risk for the offspring. Over the last decades numerous studies aimed to establish
the relationship between APA and male fertility potential. It has been found that APA is related to testicular and
hormonal alterations, along with a decreased sperm production, quality and DNA integrity. As expected, these
alterations compromise the reproductive potential of older men and have been associated with several fecundity
problems, including increased time to pregnancy and abortion rates, and decreased fertilization and pregnancy
rates. Additionally, alterations in offspring health, like genetic disorders, mental illnesses, congenital anomalies and
cancer, have also been linked to APA. As a result, APA influence on the reproductive outcome must be taken into
consideration when counseling couples attending family planning consultations or pursuing fertility treatments.
Nonetheless, to date, there are still no definite results regarding this problem and an age threshold has yet not been
established and additional research to better elucidate the effects of APA on fertility and offspring’s health is needed.
Likewise, establishing an age threshold for APA would be of great value to males thinking of delaying parenthood,
and to physicians for medical advice purposes.

Keywords: Advanced paternal age; Male reproductive potential;
Male fecundity problems; Offspring health

Introduction
The rise in life expectancy in developed countries, as well as the
wish to establish a career prior to parenthood, leads numerous couples
to a delayed childbearing. Advanced age at the time of pregnancy
portrays clear risks, with a great majority of couples above 35
experiencing reproductive complications [1,2]. The effects of women’s
age on fertility are well established, being one of the most important
factors to consider when addressing fertility issues. Indeed, women
over 35 have a compromised fertility, with low oocyte numbers and
overall reduced quality [3]. This biological clock of women’s
reproduction capacity restrains fertility after a certain age leading to a
decreased capacity to conceive and prolonged time to achieve
pregnancy [4,5]. Although the implications of advanced maternal age
are well documented, the effects of paternal age on reproductive
success and overall child health are yet to be fully disclosed.
Male fertility generally persists throughout life with male germ cells
being continually produced [6,7]. As a result men tend to father
children regardless of their age [8] raising concerns on the possible
effects that may entail. Over the last decades, several studies have
emerged, showing a relationship between advanced paternal age (APA)
and male fertility. Aging is responsible for a general decay on the
reproductive tissues and organs (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Effects of advanced paternal age on male fertility potential
and offspring health. Male aging and its consequences on sperm
parameters, hormonal balance, testis histology, fecundity potential,
sperm DNA integrity and health of the offspring.
Older males experience a decrease in testicular volume [9,10] and
histomorphological alterations [10] consistent with a decrease in
Sertoli cell mass. However, this decrease in Sertoli cell mass was not
trailed by a decrease in Sertoli cell functions. In fact, only a minor
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decline in Sertoli cell functions was observed due to a compensatory
increase in follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) levels [11,12].
Additionally, a decrease in Leydig cell function led to a decrease in
overall androgen levels, especially testosterone, what compromises
reproductive functions [11,13,14]. Furthermore, it has also been
reported that APA has significant metabolic effects on protein and
carbohydrate metabolism, incidentally influencing insulin sensitivity
[14].
Several studies have addressed the relationship between advanced
age and the decline of semen production and quality. It has been
shown that daily sperm production per testis gradually decays with age
[15] followed by a decrease in semen volume, sperm vitality, and
motility [16-19]. Variations in hormonal levels, especially FSH and
testosterone, may partly explain this decrease in sperm quality [16] but
further research is needed to clarify this matter.
There is an increasing body of evidence that APA may not only
decrease sperm quality and quantity, but also affect the genomic
integrity of spermatozoa [20]. This genomic instability, brought on by
DNA replications errors of older germ cells, can severely impact the
pregnancy and offspring, being associated with lower fertilization and
pregnancy rates, pregnancy loss, birth defects and progeny diseases
[21-24]. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that time to achieve
pregnancy is also highly affected by male aging [25]. These evidences
raise serious concerns regarding the adverse impacts of APA on the
offspring, as it has been confirmed that sperm DNA damage is closely
associated with APA [26,27]. Although a decrease in male fertility
occurs with age, there is still the need to define an age threshold for
which the risk of an adverse outcome due to APA is greater than the
gain.
It seems to be evident that APA is associated with several
reproductive functions modifications, leading to a decreased sperm
quality and DNA integrity, what may affect pregnancy outcome and
offspring health. Thus, APA influence on the reproductive outcome
must be taken into consideration when counseling couples attending
family planning consultations or pursuing fertility treatments.
Nonetheless, there is a lack of reports evidencing the exact relationship
between APA-induced reproductive alterations and reproductive
potential and the offspring diseases. Even though, efforts have been
made to fully understand the exact influence of these alterations in
fertilization ability, pregnancy maintenance and disease risk for the
offspring. Hence, the purpose of this review is to provide an overview
of the recent literature available on the influence of APA, during
natural and assisted conceptions, on human fecundity, fertility, and
offspring health.

Age Influence on Testicular Functions
Although males do not experience an expiry of reproductive
functions, such as menopausal women do, their reproductive organs
suffer gradual alterations that have a real impact on fertility [28]. With
each passing decade the testis undergo several histomorphological
changes associated with a hormonal dysregulation and cellular mass
loss [12,29].
Male aging is related to a decline in testicular and adrenal functions
which results in decreased androgen concentrations [30,31].
Consequently, aging is closely related to male virility. In truth,
advanced age males exhibit a higher incidence of erectile dysfunction,
a decrease in muscle mass and strength, and increased tendency to
develop atherosclerosis. Furthermore, these patients tend to experience
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a significant impairment in glucose metabolism, what has been related
to a decline of testicular functions [10,14,32].
In healthy adult males, testis volume seems to remain fairly
constant. However, there is a decrease of more than 30% in testis
volume after their 8th life decade. Testosterone, FSH and inhibin B
seem to be key players on these events. In effect, a decrease in inhibin
B/FSH ratio seems to be responsible for a drop in testicular volume,
accompanied with reduced Sertoli cell mass and function [12]. There is
a connection between testis volume and spermatogenesis. Histological
testicular studies have shown that, although variable, progressive
alterations occur with general germ cell loss [33]. Advanced age has
numerous effects on testes morphology being correlated to a stiffening
of the basal membrane of the seminiferous tubules, a decrease of their
epithelium, and a reduction of testes vascularization. In reality, aged
testes display reduced numbers of type-A dark spermatogonia, and an
increase in multinucleated spermatogonia and giant spermatids, as
well as several multilayered spermatogonia, common features of
cellular senescence [34]. These alterations lead to a reduced
spermatogenesis efficiency, resulting in a lower sperm concentration
[16]. Furthermore, Sertoli and Leydig cells are also reduced in
numbers and present noticeable cytoplasmic alterations, which
influence the testes architecture [8,35-37]. Although efforts have been
made to define an age threshold for these changes, they seem to
develop gradually throughout life and limits are yet to be defined [28].
Bearing all these testicular alterations in mind, it seems only natural
that semen parameters can be affected by age related changes to the
testes and that male fertility may suffer a noteworthy decline.

Sperm Parameters Decline with Aging
Aging is related to a normal general decline in various bodily
functions and organs, including the reproductive system, and semen
parameters (Table 1).
Parameter

Trend
Aging

with Age
Bound

Semen
Volume

0.5% per year

Concentratio
n

↓ 3.3%
year

per 40-50
years

Motility

↓ 0.7%
year

per

Fertility
Complications

Reference

↓ sperm quality
50 years

[38-42]
Male factor infertility

-

Male fertility decline
Longer
time
pregnancy

[43-46]
to
[17,40,46,4
7]

Male factor infertility
Morphology

↓ 0.9%
year

per

45 years

↓fertilization capacity

[45,46,48,4
9]

-, not evaluated; ↓, decreased.

Table 1: Effects of paternal age on semen parameters.
Thus, the effects of male aging on male fertility, especially on sperm
parameters have been assessed by a great number of studies [8,28,50].
Even though, only a few accounted for possible bias from cofactors
such as obesity, hypertension and smoking, it is noticeable that, as men
grow older, there is an age-related decrease on the daily sperm
production [9]. This deterioration is followed by a decrease in semen
volume and overall spermatic quality, especially concerning sperm
motility and morphology [40,44]. Although studies have demonstrated
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that men over 45 years experience a gradual decline in sperm counts
and quality, the general pattern is not constant, and as a result defining
an age threshold is challenging [8,51]. Sperm parameters are negatively
affected through a variety of mechanisms and a decline in sperm
quality is normally related to several factors. As a result, it is difficult to
predict what detrimental changes occur in sperm solely related to the
aging process [8]. A possible mechanism for decreased sperm quality is
the imbalance of reactive oxygen species (ROS) production at the
mitochondrial level. A study conducted by Lissak and peers revealed
that male aging is correlated to an increase in the oxidative potential of
the seminal plasma [52]. These increase in oxidative stress can
potentially cause a significant decline in sperm quality [28].
Additionally, there are several illnesses of complex etiology
associated with age that can affect sperm function and, a decreased
semen volume and less frequent ejaculations may be related to some of
the morphological and motility changes observed in sperm from
elderly patients [41,53]. Furthermore, aging is related to a natural
accumulation of toxic products and reproductive tract infections that
may end up compromising male fertility [42]. A study conducted by
Rolf and peers revealed that males over the age of 40 display a 14%
incidence of reproductive tract infections and a lower sperm count
than men in their twenties. These infections seem to be closely related
to a decreased semen volume, most likely due to seminal vesicles
deficiency [42]. The seminal vesicles are responsible for the majority of
fluid present in semen, therefore being crucial elements for male
fertility. These secretions carry several core constituents needed for a
proper spermatic function [34]. Research done by Rolf and peers
revealed that although the levels of zinc and α-glucosidase, essential
elements for sperm function and nutrition, remain fairly constant
throughout life, fructose, a key preferred nutrient for sperm gradually
decreases with aging [41]. Semen volume is a key aspect of male
fertility. Although normally it is not a direct cause of male infertility
and lower pregnancy rates [39], it affects spermatozoa quality and can
play a major role in male factor infertility. Numerous studies have
found a close relation between the aging process and semen volume
decrease [40-42]. Though concrete numbers are still up to debate,
studies have revealed that men tend to experience a semen volume
decrease of 0.5% per year, summing up to a 20% decrease when
comparing men of 50 to 30 years old [38,40].

affected sperm parameter by the aging process. Motility decrease in
advanced-age patients is generally associated with alterations at the
epididymis caused by several infections that may have occurred
throughout life. As spermatozoa gain motility during mitochondria
activation at their passage through the epididymis, it is highly affected
by any age related alteration to this process [54]. Several studies have
reported a significant decline in sperm motility associated with male
aging [17,40,46]. In fact this decrease can reach 0.7% per year, and may
be directly related to male factor infertility of advanced-age patients
[40,47]. Studies have found that APA men are more likely to
experience a compromised fertility with longer times to achieve
pregnancy due to a decline in the total numbers of motile sperm
present in the ejaculate [46].
Along with motility, sperm morphology is an essential parameter
for assessing male fertility as it is believed to be correlated with the
sperm ability to penetrate and fertilize the oocyte. Studies relating
teratozoospermia index with advancing age have stated that after the
age of 45 years, male’s semen samples display a significant increase in
sperm morphology alterations [45,46,48,49]. Furthermore, it has been
revealed an annual decline of approximately 0.9% per year in
spermatozoa with normal morphology [46]. Others have found an
increase in the percentage of specific morphological anomalies, such as
errors in the tail and head of spermatozoa, which tend to be present in
several age groups, but are significantly more noticeable in advancedage males [55]. However, the variable criteria found amongst studies
exclude the possibility of clear comparisons between morphological
anomalies found in spermatozoa and advancing age.
Evidences seem to indicate that aging and its related health
alterations are associated with several modifications on male
reproductive functions and sperm production. There are several
fertility issues that can arise as a result of these alterations. However
the true effects of aging on spermatogenesis remain unknown. Thus, it
is important to understand the correlation between other several agerelated fertility issues such as time to pregnancy (TTP), fertilization
and miscarriage rates, and offspring’s health.

Male Age and Fecundity Problems
Clinical infertility is characterized by the incapacity to achieve
pregnancy after 12 months of regular unprotected sexual intercourse
[56]. The delay of the first pregnancy until a more advanced age,
characteristic of industrialized societies, results in increased infertility
issues and miscarriages [57]. While advanced male age has important
effects on fertility, these variations are less documented when
compared to women aging studies [28].

Sperm concentration in a man’s ejaculate is related to the likelihood
of fathering children without needing the aid of Assisted Reproductive
Technology (ART) treatments. Several studies have evaluated the
variations in sperm concentration that occur with aging [44-46].
Authors have found a tendency for a continuous sperm concentration
decline with aging, especially aggravated after the age of 45 years [45].
Actually, a decrease of 3.3% per year has been reported by Auger and
peers while evaluating men with ages ranging 30 to 50 years old [43].
Nonetheless, a threshold for this parameter has not yet been
established as others claim a more gradual decline in sperm
concentrations throughout life, with no definite verging point [17]. A
more recent study conducted by Stone and peers revealed that, males
above 40 years old displayed a consistent significant decline in sperm
concentration [46]. Interestingly, authors have found a negative
correlation between sperm concentration and ROS levels in the semen.
Indicating that ROS increase with aging may be a contributing factor
for APA infertility issues.

TTP, the time taken to conceive, is usually used as a measure for
fertility potential [56]. Frequently, increased TTP is associated with
alterations in gametogenesis and fertilization [86], being an indicator
of human infertility [87].

Albeit reduced sperm concentration is a common anomaly found in
infertile males with advanced-age, sperm quality is also affected by the
natural aging process. Sperm motility seems to be one of the most

In relation to natural conceptions, few studies relate APA with
alteration in TTP, fertilization, and pregnancy rates. Even though
researchers have found an association between maternal age and an
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The influence of APA has been investigated regardless of the means
to conception, including both natural and ART conceptions. We have
summarized the influence of APA on TTP, fertilization/pregnancy, and
abortion rates in Table 2.

Time to pregnancy and pregnancy rates
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increased TTP, the same was not verified regarding APA [67,68].
However, a more general approach by Ford and peers revealed that
couples’ infertility risk increased when males where above 35 years old
[25]. Additionally, when men were above 40, pregnancy rates
decreased approximately 10% in comparison to males below 24 [25]. A
study conducted by Dunson and peers, which investigated the effects
of paternal age in the probability of conception, while controlling for
the maternal age bias, demonstrated that the probability of conception
for men on their late thirties or older was decreased. In effect, women
who had unprotected intercourse on their most fertile day of the
menstrual cycle, displayed a decline in the probability of conception of
0.29 when man were aged 35 years old and 0.18 with 40 years old man
[62]. Likewise other studies have found an increase in the time to
achieve pregnancy when males presented an increased age [21,63].
Type
of
Paternal
conceptio
age (years)
n

Pregnancy
Fertilization

/

Abortion rates

Refer
ence

↑

[58-6
0]

↑

[25,6
1-64]

Natural
≥ 35

-

Conception
↑ time to conception
≥ 40

IUI

IVF

↓
probability
conception

of

> 45

↑ time to conception

-

[21]

≥ 50

-

↑

[65,6
6]

-

No effect

↑ with each [67-6
additional year
9]

≥ 35

↓ pregnancy rate

-

[70]

≥ 40

↓ pregnancy rate

↑

[71]

-

No effect

No effect

[72]

≤ 32

↓ pregnancy rate

-

[73]

≥ 39

↓pregnancy rate

-

[74]

-

[75-7
7]

≥ 40

↓
likelihood
conception

of

↓ pregnancy rate
> 50

↓ fertilization rate

-

[78]

-

No effect

No effect

[79-8
1]

≥ 50

↓ fertilization rate

↑

[82,8
3]

-

[84,8
5]

ICSI
-

↓ pregnancy rate in
oligozoospermic men
No effect

IUI: Intrauterine insemination; IVF: In vitro fertilization; ICSI: Intracytoplasmatic
sperm injection; -: Not evaluated; ↑: Increased; ↓: Decreased.

Table 2: Effects of paternal age on time to pregnancy and pregnancy/
fertilization and miscarriage rates.
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Furthermore, when compared with men younger than 25 years,
men of APA were 4.6 times more likely not to induce pregnancy until
after 1 year of regular unprotected intercourse. After the examination
of clinically infertile couples it was found that advanced-age males
were 12.5 times more likely to exhibit fertility issues [21]. In fact, in
men above 40 the probability of conceive decreases approximately 7%
in relation to younger men [63]. The present results show that APA is
responsible for inducing negative alterations in fertility/pregnancy
rates and in TTP, independently of maternal age. ART treatments allow
the purification of high quality gametes enabling infertile couples to
conceive. Similarly to what occurs during natural conceptions,
pregnancy and fertilization rates seem to be decreased by APA when
ART treatments are implemented [77,88]. However, most studies did
not control for the mother’s age bias. In order to solve this issue,
researchers have been using egg donation models to provide a
relatively homogeneous pool of high quality oocytes, assuring that
variations in sperm quality with male aging is the major variable [76].
The first evidence reporting an association between APA and
pregnancy rates after ART treatments was discovered by Mathieu and
peers [70]. While evaluating pregnancy rates of couples undergoing
intrauterine insemination ( IUI ) they found that, after 5 cycles of IUI
pregnancy rates displayed an 11.4% decrease in men older than 30
years, and a 26.8% drop after the age of 35, when comparing with men
younger than 30 years old. These results were confirmed by other
authors who evaluated the effect of APA during the same ART
procedure [71]. Although some have found no significant differences
in pregnancy rates in couples with APA [72], most studies appear to
indicate a connection between APA and poor fecundity.
In a retrospective analysis of couples undergoing in vitro
fertilization (IVF) treatments, with oocyte donation, it was identified a
significant decline in sperm counts in men with APA [81].
Furthermore, Luna and peers have observed a decrease in fertilization
rates after IVF cycles with men older than 50 years old that, however,
had no impact on pregnancy rates [78]. Nonetheless, when men were
above 60 years there was a negative association between APA and
implantation rates. Similar results were obtained by de La
Rochebrochard and peers, where failure to conceive was observed in
individuals above 40 years old [75]. Others have described diminished
pregnancy rates associated with increasing male age [77]. While males
35 years old and younger exhibited pregnancy rates of 53%, men
between 36 and 40 years had pregnancy rates of 35%. It was also noted
that man above 40 years had a significant pregnancy rate drop to about
25%. Additionally it was observed that with each additional year there
was an 11% increase in the odds ratio of not reaching pregnancy, and a
12% increase of not achieving a successful live birth. A study by Girsh
and peers comparing couples who achieve pregnancy through IVF
treatments and couples who remain non-pregnant revealed that men
in the pregnant group were significantly younger (43.2 ± 8.1) than
those in the non-pregnant group (46.8 ± 7.8) [76]. The assessment of
sperm morphology showed a significant higher prevalence of
teratozoospermia in males of the non-pregnant group. Furthermore,
men between 40 and 50 years old presented a decline in the quality of
their semen parameters. Thus, a negative, but not significant,
correlation between APA and pregnancy rates was reported,
evidencing a possible correlation between decreased sperm parameters
and failures in IVF cycles [76]. Likewise, others have observed a
significant decrease in implantation and pregnancy rates in APA men
[73,74]. Overall results have demonstrated that APA may negatively
influence the reproductive outcome of IVF treatments.
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Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) cycles are a current practice
for severe male infertility issues. Several studies have found no
correlation between paternal age and pregnancy rates in ICSI
treatments [83,85]. However, results are somewhat contradictory as
men above 50 years are related to decreased fertilization rates in ICSI
treatments but apparently pregnancy rate is not affected [82].
Nonetheless, a more recent study of couples undergoing ICSI cycles
with fresh spermatozoa [84] has found an association between
pregnancy rates and APA. Although no alteration have been found in
normozoospermic patients, oligozoospermic men displayed a 5%
decrease in implantation rates each proceeding year [84]. While results
appear to be inconsistent, APA does not seem to be associated with
decreased pregnancy rates during ICSI treatments, when involving
normozoospermic males. These results may be explained by the
technicalities of the procedure that involve the purification of high
quality sperm, reducing the percentage of defected spermatozoa that
may induce fecundity issues.
Previous studies that evaluated the correlation between TTP, as well
as pregnancy/fertilization rates, and APA show conflicting results.
These divergences may be explained by the practice of a different
number of cycles between studies and other technical discrepancies.
Even though the evidences provided to demonstrate the influence of
paternal age on fertility outcomes of ART treatments are insufficient,
the TTP of natural conceptions is negatively affected by APA. There is
still no consensus concerning a limit age from which fecundity is really
affected. Nonetheless, most studies considered 40 years old as the
definition of APA. Interestingly, the majority of these studies presented
an increase of almost 50% in TTP and a general decrease in
fertilization and pregnancy rates of aging men. Hence, couples with
APA males must be informed about the adverse effects of males’ age in
pregnancy outcomes.

Spontaneous abortion rates
Similarly to TTP, spontaneous abortion is one of the most frequent
adverse reproductive effects, influenced by advanced maternal age [89].
Interestingly, most of the fetal deaths occur during the first trimester of
gestation and are defined as miscarriages. Deaths occurring after 20
weeks are generally described as ‘‘late fetal death’’, and the term
‘‘stillbirth’’ is commonly used for fetal deaths occurring after a 28 weeks
gestation period [89]. Although male factors may also contribute to
spontaneous abortion risk, few studies evaluating this situation are
available. Nonetheless, reports have observed that paternal aging is
associated with pregnancy loss after an established natural pregnancy.
Research evaluating spontaneous abortion rates found that paternal
age has a significant effect on the risk of late fetal death, after an
established natural pregnancy [69]. However, these authors considered
that the negative effect of paternal age on pregnancy loss is linear,
which may be incorrect. Other studies which were controlled for the
maternal age effect verified that the risk of miscarriage increased with
paternal age, particularly when fathers were aged >50 years old [65].
Similarly, Ford and peers analyzed risk factors for miscarriage in
couples who achieved a recognized pregnancy, observing that the risk
of miscarriage was higher in couples with males above 35 years old
[58]. Similar results were found by several other authors that
concluded that adverse pregnancy outcomes are related to APA, and
reach a peak if both partners are of advanced age [59-61]. A casecontrol study by Kleinhaus and peers similarly verified a correlation
between APA and miscarriage risk, independent of maternal age [64].
In this study, spontaneous abortion rates significantly increased in
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pregnancies conceived from fathers aged above 40 years old. These
data demonstrates that during natural conceptions paternal age
negatively impacts the embryo development, increasing miscarriage
rates. As a result, it may be important to consider APA as a risk factor
for pregnancy.
As well, some studies suggest that there is an association between
APA and spontaneous abortion when couples resort to ART
treatments [71,72]. Although there can be found some contradictory
results, several studies have reported increase in miscarriage,
sometimes to more than double, in couples with APA men that
undertake ART treatments [71]. Moreover, some evidences suggest
that APA may affect embryo development, due to a decrease in quality
and genomic integrity of spermatozoa from older individuals.
Controversially, a meta-analysis research by Dain and peers, and a
research by Duran and peers, using donor oocytes, for IVF and IVF/
ICSI procedures have stated that paternal aging is not associated with
an increased risk of pregnancy loss after an established pregnancy
[88,90]. However, although a study conducted by Frattarelli and peers
has been involved in the previous meta-analysis, it is important to
emphasize that these authors demonstrated that men above 50 years
old displayed an increase in pregnancy loss and lower blastocyst
formation and live birth rates [85]. In this situation, overall pregnancy
loss rate significantly increased with paternal age, increasing from
24.4% in men below 50 years old to 41.5% in individuals above 50
years old. In a recent research using an oocyte donation model it was
reported that APA has an adverse impact on ART outcomes [91]. APA
men had increased abortion rates, when compared with younger men.
Overall, research on this subject is contradictory and further
investigations are needed to fully evaluate this issue.
As all available results report mixed outcomes, the relationship
between APA and pregnancy loss remains unclear. Nevertheless, in
some cases APA seems to have a negative effect on spontaneous
abortion after established natural conceptions. On the other hand, the
existing data in relation to ART treatments is less elucidative, and
although some results seem to indicate a relation between pregnancy
loss and APA, further studies are needed to evaluate this subject.
Inclusive, results suggest increasing risk of spontaneous abortion with
pregnancies resulting from APA males.

Advanced Paternal Age and Spermatozoa Genetic
Anomalies
The aging process is responsible for gradual reproductive functions
alterations that cause a progressive decrease in sperm quality and may
lead to subfertility and infertility issues. Studies have found a possible
association between advanced paternal age and the presence of
chromosomal abnormalities, DNA fragmentation and aneuploidy
[92-94]. These genetic alterations may lead to adverse pregnancy
outcomes, such as premature delivery and offspring anomalies
[28,95,96]. In effect, higher levels of DNA breaks have been discovered
in older men with a two-fold increase in fragmentation levels after the
age of 60 years [95]. Furthermore, some studies have demonstrated
that advanced age in the male is responsible for an imbalance in the
sex ratio, altering the relative numbers of Y and X sperm [46,97]. The
mechanisms behind this decrease in sperm quality are yet to be
identified, still possibilities such as ROS production and epigenetic
alterations are being evaluated [23,98]. A study by Jenkins and peers,
that assessed alterations in the sperm methylome, has found an age
associated increase of 5-methylcytosine in human spermatozoa. As
cytosine residues is an important methylation marker associated with
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gene regulation, its increase may contribute to a drop in sperm quality
and raise the risk of offspring disorders associated with APA [23].
Others have focused their attention on sperm gene expression, finding
altered transcript levels in several relevant spermatozoa genes [99,100]
that can be correlated to male factor infertility. Furthermore, both
clinical and animal studies have shown that sperm from advanced-age
males is more sensitive to aggressive stimulus, such as oxidative stress
related to paternal aging, than sperm from younger patients [101,102].
Sperm can be subjected to several intrinsic and extrinsic factors that
lead to genetic alterations which severely affect sperm function and can
be the main cause for male factor infertility. Nonetheless, sperm with
altered DNA are unable to repair their genetic material due to an
absence of DNA damage response mechanisms. In sperm, after
transcription, DNA repair is stopped and cells are unable to repair any
damage occurred after spermiogenesis [103]. However, oocytes and
early embryos accumulate several DNA repair transcripts and are
capable, to a certain extent, to repair sperm genetic damages [104].
Thus, the real consequences of defected sperm genetic material can be
diminished if the repair mechanism of the oocyte and embryo is able
to restore sperm genomic integrity [105]. In most cases, if the oocyte
repair mechanism is insufficient and fails to correct sperm genetic
errors, the embryo dies prematurely [106]. Still, this oocyte genomic
control may fail and genetic errors may be introduced in the genome
and result in offspring abnormalities [103]. A study by Ahmadi and
collaborators has suggested that sperm genetic material has to present
at least 92% integrity for the oocyte mechanism being able to repair it.
Below this percentage, sperm DNA may not be fully repaired by the
oocyte and lead to embryo loss and offspring anomalies [107].
Nevertheless, the oocyte and embryo capacity to respond to sperm
genetic alterations is variable and there is no guarantee it will be
effective repairing the chromosomal aberrations and DNA
fragmentation found in sperm of APA males.

advanced age, evidencing the risk for the genetic transmission of de
novo mutations to the offspring [109,110].
Offspring illness

APA risk input

Age
Bound

Reference

(years)
Genetic
Disorders

Achondroplasia

↑ 10-fold

> 50

[108]

Crouzon/Pfeiffer
syndrome

↑4.1

-

[109, 110]

Klinefelter

↑ 1.35

-

[111]

odds-ratio

odds-ratio
Mental
Illnesses

Congenital
Anomalies

Cancer

Schizophrenia

↑ 3x

> 45

[112-114]

Bipolar Disorder

↑ 37%

> 54

[115, 116]

Autism

↑ 3x-5x

> 40

[117-119]

Musculoskeletal
Congenital
Anomalies

↑ 26%

> 50

[120-122]

Congenital Heart ↑ 69%
Defects

> 45

[123]

Leukemia

↑
1.31-1.49 > 35
relative risk

[124-126]

Central Nervous ↑ 15%
> 40
System
↑ 2.69 relative
risk

[125,127]

Breast Cancer

[128]

↑ 1.6

≥ 40

odds-ratio
APA, advanced paternal age; -, not evaluated; ↑, increased.

Advanced Paternal Age and Offspring Health
Complications
The fact that older parents are at increased risk of having children
with genetic conditions has been well documented. In fact, several
epidemiological studies have found a relationship between APA and
numeral offspring illnesses, independently of maternal age, such as
genetic disorders, mental illnesses, congenital anomalies and cancer
(Table 3) [129-131]. APA is closely related to several sperm genetic
aberrations that may evade oocyte repair mechanism and possibly be
transmitted to the next generation. A genetic disorder associated with
the effects of APA is achondroplasia (ACH). ACH is transmitted to the
offspring in a dominant fashion being responsible for the most
common presentation of dwarfism. Several studies have shown that
fathers above 50 years old have a 10-fold increase in the probability of
having a child affected by ACH when compared to those in their
twenties [108]. This increase in the risk of ACH pass on may be
explained in some extent by the elevated number of sperm DNA
mutations found in the ACH site [132]. Crouzon and Pfeiffer
syndromes, dominant autosomal diseases, are genetic heterogeneous
disorders that affect the fibroblast growth-factor receptor 2 (FGFR2)
[133]. Both illnesses are characterized by diverse clinical phenotypes
that mainly involve severe cranial malformations. Mutations arising in
the male germ line associated with APA have been linked with both
these disorders [109,134]. Studies have found an increase in the
number of sperm mutations in the FGFR2 gene site in males of
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Table 3: Advanced paternal age and offspring health complications.
Numeric chromosomic aberrations are severe genetic disorders that
greatly impact life quality. There are growing evidences that some
chromosomic disorders have been increasing in prevalence over the
years and it has been hypothesized that these increase may be related
to APA, a known risk factor for genetic anomalies [135].De Souza and
peers performed an extensive analytic study to determine whether
APA was related to some of the most common trisomy anomalies
found in population or not [111]. After correcting their result for any
other possible confounding factors, such as mothers’ age, authors
discovered a significant increase in Klinefelter syndrome associated
with increasing paternal age, with odds ratio of 1.35.
While the association between APA and offspring genetic disorders
is now well established, the influence of APA in offspring’s mental
health is still a recent notion. Nonetheless, several studies conducted
recurring to animal models demonstrated a close relation between
APA and an increasing risk for numerous mental conditions [136-138].
Schizophrenia is a mental disorder with symptoms normally appearing
in late adolescence or early adulthood and being characterized by
unclear or confused thinking, auditory hallucinations and psychosis
onset [139]. A great number of studies that evaluated the age of the
fathers of schizophrenic individuals have found a positive correlation
between schizophrenia and APA [112]. Actually, a study by Malaspina
and peers has shown that with each progressing decade of paternal age
the risk of schizophrenia almost doubled and by the age of 45 the risk
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values were tripled in relation to the ones found for younger males
[113]. These results were in accordance to several others that likewise
confirmed the detrimental effect of APA on schizophrenia risk for the
offspring [114]. An additional mental illness linked to APA is the
bipolar disorder. Bipolar disorder, also known as manic depression, is a
mental condition characterized by a constant shift between periods of
mania and periods of deep depression [140]. This mental health
condition has also been associated with APA. A study conducted by
Frans and peers has found that children from fathers above 54 years
carry an increased risk of 37% to develop a bipolar condition early on
their life [116]. Similarly, others have found an increase in the risk for
offspring bipolar disorder if the father is of advanced age [115].
Austim, a mental disorder defined by restricted, repetitive forms of
behavior, and substantial deficiencies in social functioning has also
been related to APA. Studies have demonstrated that fathers above 40
years of age display a risk three to five times higher to experience an
autism onset on their offspring than younger men [115,118,119].
Although the risk is higher when both the mother and father are of
advanced age, APA is independently correlated to autism of the
offspring [117,119].
There are numerous congenital malformations that have been
associated with APA, namely abnormal limbs, neural tube defects, and
heart malformations [122,141,142]. Several musculoskeletal congenital
anomalies (CAs) have been positively linked to the father’s advanced
age and, although results display some inconsistencies, a number of
studies have suggested paternal age as a key factor for an increased risk
of CAs [120,122]. A study by Urhoj and colleagues revealed a 26%
additional risk for CAs in fathers above 50 years old. Nonetheless, even
though there seems to be an increased risk for CAs related to paternal
age, authors suggest that other factors may also be contributing to this
increase and perhaps APA is a minor contributor in these pathologies
[121]. Congenital heart defects (CHDs), one of the most common
congenital malformations, has also been connected to APA, most likely
due to an accumulation of germ cell genetic alterations [123].
Although there are some discrepant results, in the majority of studies,
authors observed increased risks of CHDs in men older than 45 years,
when compared to the risk of younger fathers. A study by Su and peers
has found that, when results were controlled for the mothers’ age, men
above 45 years old exhibited an increased risk of 69% for a specific
subtype of CHD, patent ductus arteriosus [123].
Cancer is characterized by genetically abnormal cells, unable to
form functional structures, with the ability to multiply indefinitely and
invade the organism. Surprisingly, a correlation between the
prevalence of several cancer types in the offspring and APA has been
proposed over the last decades. Several studies have shown that APA is
associated with an increased risk of leukemia in the offspring
[124-126]. Additionally, central nervous system cancers are also
associated with APA at conception [125,127]. Interestingly, a study
conducted by Hemminkin and Kyyronen revealed that APA increased
sporadic nervous system cancers by about 15% [127]. Furthermore,
Choi and collaborators have found a strong correlation between APA
and breast cancer prevalence in childhood, even when mother’s age is
controlled, with an odds ratio of 1.6 [128]. Remarkably, the majority of
studies reported increased cancer incidences in the offspring of men
who were above 40 years old at the time of conception. As APA is
associated with a high prevalence of de novo mutations during cell
division, the accumulation of chromosomal mutations during the
maturation of germ cells may be the underling mechanism between
male aging and increased cancer prevalence.
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Although there are strong evidences suggesting a relationship
between APA and several offspring health issues, much is still
unknown. Further epidemiological studies must be conducted to
clarify what are the consequences of APA on the offspring and what
can be done to diminish the risks of genetic abnormalities
transmission. Nonetheless, physicians should discuss the possible
implications of APA with couples wanting to delay parenthood.

Conclusion
Currently, the majority of couples choose to delay parenthood with
dreams of achieving a stable career or higher education. Consequently,
a high proportion of couples are experiencing subfertility and
infertility issues, with a prolonged time to pregnancy, increased
miscarriage rates, and increased health problems in the offspring.
Furthermore, males of APA generally experience a decline in sexual
activity that can negatively impact male fertility. While the use of ART
treatments enables infertile couples to conceive, these treatments
cannot fully compensate the alterations in male fertility potential
induced by APA.
The influence of maternal age on reproductive alterations is well
documented. However, the same is not observed for paternal age. Thus,
this review provided an overview of recent literature concerning APA
and reproductive outcomes. While several studies propose that APA
has a significant negative impact on reproduction and can lead to
fecundity problems and offspring diseases, there is a lack of strong
evidences that can fully attest these suggestions. The reviewed results
show that APA appears to be associated with fecundity problems,
sperm genetic alterations and offspring health issues. Interestingly,
these effects are independent of whether conception is natural or
medically assisted. Even though efforts have been made to define the
age from which APA affects fertility and fecundity are certain. This
threshold has yet not been established. Nonetheless, most studies
indicate that the majority of reproductive and health problems were
observed in couples with males above 40 years old. In the future,
additional research to better elucidate the detrimental effects of APA
on fertility and offspring health is needed. Likewise, establishing an age
threshold for APA would be of great value to males who are thinking of
delaying parenthood, and to physicians for medical advice purposes.
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